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Abstract
The authors describe the Frasnian gypidulid brachiopods from the
Floly Cross Mountains (Poland) with special emphasis on their strati¬
graphie distribution. Among the five taxa distinguished, Physemella
christinae is new, two are identified as Metabolipa cf. greindli (Mail-
lieux, 1909) and Neometabolipa duponti Godefroid, 1974 and two
others are provisionally named Novozemelia ? sp. W and Neometaboli¬
pa ? sp. G.
The Polish gypidulids reveal close affinities to those of the Dinant
Synclinorium (Belgium) and the recognized successional replacement of
characteristic genera and species in the latter area appears to be a
supraregional pattern. A preliminary three-step sequence of gypidulid
faunas (in ascending order: Novozemelia ?, Metabolipa and Neometa¬
bolipa) is outlined for the Frasnian of both régions. lts importance for
corrélations and age-inferences in conodont-poor, reef-related facies is
clearly demonstrated by the examples from the Holy Cross Mountains.
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Résumé
Les auteurs décrivent les Brachiopodes Gypidulidae du Frasnien des
Monts Sainte-Croix (Pologne) et précisent leur distribution stratigraphi-
que. Des cinq taxa distingués, un, Physemella christinae, est nouveau,
deux sont déterminés Metabolipa cf. greindli (Maillieux, 1909) et
Neometabolipa duponti Godefroid, 1974 et deux autres sont provisoi¬
rement nommés Novozemelia ? sp. W et Neometabolipa ? sp. G.
Les Gypidulidae de Pologne montrent d'étroites affinités avec ceux du
Synclinorium de Dinant (Belgique) et la succession des genres et espèces
caractéristiques observée dans cette dernière région se reconnaît égale¬
ment dans la première. Un schéma préliminaire de subdivision en trois
parties sur base des faunes de Gypidulidae (de la base au sommet: les
faunes à Novozemelia ?, Metabolipa et Neometabolipa) est proposé
pour les deux régions. Son importance pour les corrélations et attribu¬
tions d'âge dans des régions où sont développés des facies récifaux,
pauvres en Conodontes, est mise en évidence par les exemples pris dans
les Monts Sainte-Croix.
Mots-clefs:Brachiopodes. Gypidulidae. Dévonien. Pologne. Belgique.
Streszczenie
Autorzy opisuja gypidulidy (Brachiopoda) z franu Gór Swietokrzys-
kich, ze szczególnym zwróceniem uwagi na ich rozprzestrzenienie stra-
tygrafiezne. Sposród pieciu wyróznionych taksonów, Physemella
christinae jest gatunkiem nowym, dwa kolejne oznaezono jako Meta¬
bolipa cf. greindli (Maillieux, 1909) oraz Neometabolipa duponti
Godefroid, 1974, a dwa pozostale okreslono jedynie jako Novozeme¬
lia ? sp. W i Neometabolipa ? sp. G.
Polskie gypidulidy wykazuja scisle zwiazki z fauna Synclinarium
Dinantu (Belgia) i sekwencyjny rozwój charakterystycznych rodzajów
i gatunków, ustalony na tym ostatnim obszarze, okazuje sie miec
znaezenie ponad-regionalne. Trójczlonowe nastepstwo faun gypiduli-
dowych (od dolu: Novozemelia ?, Metabolipa i Neometabolipa) zostalo
wstepnie zarysowane dia obu badanych obszarów. Na przykladach z
Gór Swietokrzyskich przedstawiono znaezenie rozpoznanej sekwencji
ramienionogowej dia korelacji i interpretacji wiekowej ubogich w
konodonty facji przyrafowyeh.
Key-words: Ramienionogi. Gypidulidae. Dewon. Polska. Belgia.
Introduction
The first step in evaluating the biostratigraphic potential
for particular fossil groups is a comparison of succes¬
sions in two different régions. Such study is attempted
here for some late Devonian (Frasnian) gypidulid bra¬
chiopods. Godefroid (1974) established a sequential
development in the gypidulid genera in the Couvin and
Boussu-en-Fagne régions (Belgium, southern Dinant
Synclinorium) and this pattern was examined in the Holy
Cross Mountains (Central Poland).
Although previously reported by several workers [e.g.
Gürich (1896, 1901), Siemiradzki (1909) and Sobolev
(1909)], these rather common brachiopods were relative-
ly poorly known except for the Middle Devonian (latest
Eifelian to early Givetian) fauna from the northern (Ly-
sogóry) part of the Holy Cross Mountains (Biernat,
1966). The purpose of the present contribution is to
supply the palaeontologic and stratigraphie élaboration
of stratigraphically younger (mostly Frasnian) gypidulids
from the southern (Kielce) région. Most available data on
these fossils come from works of Biernat (1971, 1983)
containing the descriptions of three taxa [Gypidula (Ivde-
linia) rectangularis (Torley, 1934), Gypidula (Devono-
gypa) sp., Gypidula sp. A] from two sites. The present
study, based on more than 240 specimens from 13 locali-
ties (Fig. 1), revealed the presence of 5 species belonging
to 4 genera. Similarities in the stratigraphie distribution
of the Polish and Belgian gypidulid associations are also
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Fig. 1. - Map of the localities discussed in the text, in Poland (A) and in the Holy Cross Mountains (B).
1: Lower Paleozoic; 2: Devonian; 3: Carboniferous; 4: Post-Variscan cover.
T: Tudorów-Karwów area (see Fig. 2); S: Szczukowskie Hills quarry; L: Laskowa Hill quarry near Kostomioty; G: Grabina quarry
at Kielce; K: Kadzielnia quarry (and adjacent Cmentarna Hill) at Kielce; W: Wietrznia quarries at Kielce; P: Psie Hills at Kielce;
J: Józefka Hill near Górno; SI: Sitkôwka quarry; KW: Wola quarry near Kowala; GL: Lgawa Hill near Bolechowice; I: Wojnowice
near Iwaniska; JB: Jablonna Hill near Borków; Bs: Bodzentyn Syncline; Gs: Galezice Syncline; Ks: Kielce-Lagów Synclinorium.
clearly pointed out and some biostratigraphic conséquen¬
ces, both local and supraregional, are discussed.
The first author (J.G.) is responsible for the taxonomie
identifications and descriptions; geological and ecologi-
cal remarks are provided by the second author (G.R.);
biostratigraphic considérations are joint. The main part
of the studied material was collected by the second au¬
thor, with help of other workers and students of the
Silesian University at Sosnowiec, during the years 1976-
1987; it is stored at Sosnowiec under the catalogue signa¬
ture Gius 4. Additionally, the old collection of Samso-
nowicz, housed at the Museum of the State Geological
Institute in Warsaw (catalogue number IG 8.II), was
examined.
Stratigraphie setting and localities studied (G.R.)
The Frasnian limestones represent the upper part and/or
cover of a thick stromatoporoid-coral sequence; it is a
distinctive member of the Eifelian to Famennian trans¬
gressée succession typical for the vast epicontinental
shelf of southern Poland (see Narkiewicz, 1988 for
summary). Reef growth is responsible for the quasi-sym-
metric palaeogeographic differentiation of the Holy
Cross area: the Frasnian shallow-water biogenic déposi¬
tion is generally limited to the central part (Dyminy Reef
Complex of Narkiewicz, 1988; see also Szulczewski,
1971).
The localities studied (Fig. 1) are distributed throughout
the southern Kielce facies of the Holy Cross Mountains,
and only supplementary data corne from two sections
(Laskowa Hill, Józefka) representing the northern Lyso-
góry intrashelf basin facies. Geographically, the majority
of the outcrops are grouped in the better studied (and
exposed) south-western Holy Cross Mountains, but the
richest gypidulid site is localized in its eastern part. Some
of the examined exposures were poorly known until the
present study and are so more thoroughly described than
the others. Lithostratigraphic terminology (Fig. 9) is
taken from Narkiewicz, Racki & Wrzolek (1990).
The gypidulid-bearing units still have informai status
(e.g. Detrital Beds, Laskowa Hill Beds) except for the
Kadzielnia Massive Limestone Member, an early
Frasnian biohermal unit of the Stromatoporoid-Coral
Limestones and Dolomites of the Kowala Formation.
1. Eastern part
Outcrops of Frasnian deposits are situated at the vicinity
of Opatów, in the eastern part of the Bratków-Tudorów
Syncline (Samsonowicz, 1934). Abundant Middle and
Upper Devonian faunas are known here since the works
of Gürich (1901) and, particularly, Samsonowicz
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(1917) but any more detailed studies have not been under-
taken, also due to poor exposure conditions.
The most conspicuous and fossiliferous lithologie unit is
composed of irregularly dolomitised, light-colored and
poorly stratified limestones (Fig. 2A) best exposed in the
active Karwów quarry. Unfortunately, only single and
not very good preserved gypidulids were found in this
outcrop. A very abundant collection (jointly with the
original Samsonowicz's material) is derived from bra-
chiopod coquinas exposed in the overgrown, small rural
quarry located near the entry of the southern ravine to
the greater river valley, south of Tudorów village (Td-Ia,
Fig. 2B-C). According to Samsonowicz (1917, pp. 43-
46; 1934, pp. 17-18), this reef-brachiopod, early Frasnian
member caps the Givetian Amphipora-limestones and
-dolomites and is overlain by higher Upper Devonian
strata mostly developed as dark, platy and "lumpy"
(nodular ?) limestones with shaly intercalations (see also
Narkiewicz & Olkowicz-Paprocka, 1981).
Samsonowicz (1917, 1934) identified three gypidulid
species in the material collected at Tudorów: Pentamerus
formosus Schnur (very numerous), P cf. galeatus Dal¬
man and P. cf. acutelobatus Sandberger.
The observations at the present outcrops point to a great
variability in the light-colored, massive unit: in addition
to the stromatoporoid (and algal?) boundstones (frames-
tones and bindstones including), there are more common
detrital varieties, particularly calcarenites with rare co-
rals and brachiopod accumulations. Furthermore, the
age assignment by Samsonowicz (1917, 1934), based on
the général lithological and faunal analogies to the well-
known early Frasnian (reef) limestone of Kadzielnia at
Kielce is not supported by current data. Lithostratigrap-
hically, this part of the sequence corresponds (excluding
the lowermost, coelenterate-rich levels?) chiefly to the
Detrital Limestones of Narkiewicz & Olkowicz-
Paprocka (1983). The diverse (more than 20 species)
atrypid-gypidulid assemblage from the Tudorów site is
devoid of the characteristic species of the Kadzielnia-type
bioherms (i.e. the Fitzroyella alata-Parapugnax brecciae
assemblage in Szulczewski & Racki, 1981, p. 152). A
rather peculiar (in taxonomie composition) rugosan asso¬
ciation, determinated by Wrzolek, comprises Phillip-
sastrea aff. ananas (Goldfuss, 1826), Kuangxiastraea
pengellyi (Milne-Edwards & Haime, 1851), Tabulo-
phyllum normale (Walther, 1929) and Spinophyllum
sp. at the Karwów locality: it indicates a transitional
interval between the 4th (Macgeea-Thamnophyllum) and
the 5th (Phillipsastrea smithï) Zones defined by Wrzo¬
lek (1988) in the western Holy Cross Mountains, viz. the
undivided Middle asymmetricus to Ancyrognathus trian-
gularis Zones. A scarce conodont fauna, found in the
topmost exposed part of the gypidulid-bearing complex
(Fig. 2A), comprising Ancyrodella nodosa Ulrich &
Bassler, 1926 points to a level not lower than the
Ancyrognathus triangularis Zone. The overlying unit
contains numerous Icriodus alternatus Branson &
Mehl, 1934 and probably belongs to the Upper gigas
Zone.
2. Western part
a. Kielce - Lagów Synclinorium
Gypidulids are restricted to the higher Givetian and basai
Frasnian strata in the Lysogóry (basin) facies. They are
quite common in the lower part of the Laskowa Hill Beds
(set A of Racki, Gluchowski & Malec, 1985) at the
Laskowa Hill quarry near Kostomloty. These fossilife¬
rous strata are composed of organodetrital (mainly cri-
noid) limestones and coral biostromes with several marly
levels. The gypidulids, represented by large, almost ex-
clusively isolated valves were cited by Racki, Glu¬
chowski & Malec (id. p. 166) as belonging to Gypidula
(Devonogypa). Most of them are here determinated as
Novozemelial sp. W. The others, represented by the
specimens illustrated by Racki, Gluchowski & Malec
(id., pl. IX, figs. 4, 5) are not assigned to Novozemelial
through the presence of a pedicle sulcus. However, the
scarcity of the material does not allow an accurate déter¬
mination of these shells.
Similar, large specimens were collected from the poorly
exposed early Frasnian organodetrital beds containing
abundant crinoid debris, brachiopods, corals and
bryozoans (lower part of set B in Malkowski, 1981) at
Józefka Hill, near Górno. Rare large gypidulids are also
recorded in the topmost Givetian (?) fossiliferous and
more marly beds equivalent to the Laskowa Hill Beds.
The same brachiopods are typical for the lowest part
(Makowski, 1988) of the fossiliferous limestone se¬
quence exposed in the Wietrznia quarry at Kielce (Pl. 1)
and representing the Givetian to Frasnian passage inter¬
val (Bultynck, 1982, fig. 4). The large pedicle valves are
the main component of shell accumulations within light
massive to thick bedded calcirudites with rock-forming
reworked coelenterate skeletons and crinoid debris (set B
of Szulczewski, 1971 in both Wietrznia profiles); these
Fig. 2. - Frasnian deposits of the Tudorów-Karwów area, south of Opatów, in the eastern Holy Cross Mountains, showing the
setting of the most abundant gypidulid locality (outcrop Td-Ia).
A: Lithologie sequence based on Samsonowicz (1917, 1934), Narkiewicz & Olkowicz-Paprocka (1981) and own works
(G.R.).
1: light-colored poorly-stratified limestones (a: coelenterate-?algal boundstones; b: differentiated detrital varieties); 2: dark
Amphipora-limestones; 3: dark, platy pelitic limestones; 4: dark "lumpy limestones" (sensu Samsonowicz, 1917,1934); 5: black
marly limestones and shales; 6: secondary dolomites; 7: brachiopod coquina.
B: Location sketch map; Td-Ia is the gypidulid locality.
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deposits are regarded as fore-reef talus by Narkiewicz
(1988, p. 624). Gypidulids are also found frequently in
the underlying dark and bedded varieties of the
Wietrznia Beds (viz. set A), partly of biostromal aspect
and with rare marly partings. The Wietrznia sequences,
representing transitional facies between the shallow-wat-
er Kielce région and the Lysogóry basin, is a well-known
gypidulid site, but species déterminations have varied
from author to author: Pentamerus formosus Schnur
(Gürich, 1901, p. 381), P. galeatus Dalman (Siemir-
adzki, 1909, p. 87), P. acutelobatus Sandberger
(Siemiradzki, 1909, p. 87), "P." brevirostris(Czarno-
cki in Rózkowska, 1953, p. 1).
Other Frasnian localities studied are also distributed
along the Kadzielnia Chain, south of Kielce. In palaeoge-
ographic terms, these sites correspond to the northern
periphery (foreslope) of the Dyminy reef. The most
famous (elaborated for more than 150 years) locality is
the former Kadzielnia quarry. The biohermal Kadzielnia
Member, consisting of laminar stromatoporoid bindsto-
ne, is the source of small-sized gypidulids identified by
Biernat (1971, pp. 140-141) as Gypidula (Ivdelinia)
rectangularis (Torley, 1934). Large specimens were also
present in the collection examined by Biernat (id., pp.
141-142) who determinated them as Gypidula (Devono-
gypa) sp. On the other hand, brachiopod lenses and
"pockets" within Alveolites-nch part of the Kadzielnia-
buildup at the adjacent Cmentarna Hill (set B-l of Gaw-
lik, 1986; see also Gürich, 1896, p. 83 and Wrzolek,
1988, p. 418) contain very abundant juvénile gypidulids.
The gypidulids, listed as Pentamerus galeatus Dalman
by Siemiradzki (1909) and Sobolev (1909), play an
important role in the atrypid-dominated faunas associa-
ted with the generally younger Frasnian detrital (fore-
reef) facies (sensu Szulczewski, 1971). They are far
more common in the western part of the Kadzielnia
Chain. In the inactive Grabina quarry (PI. 2, Fig. 1),
there are frequent gypidulids in lumachelle "nests" wit¬
hin light-colored poorly-bedded calcarenites containing
small Renalcis- and Stachyodes-mounds and stromatoli-
te patches (set B of Wrzolek, 1988). More précisé
conodont and coral datings are available only for the
overlying fossiliferous strata: the brachiopod-bearing de¬
posits are tentatively assigned to the undivided Ancyrog-
nathus triangularis to Upper gigas Zones.
More differentiated detrital limestones with scattered
coelenterate- and/or i?e»a/c/,s-buildups occur in the wes-
tern-most, active Szczukowskie Hills quarry, west of
Kielce. The rich fauna has not yet been elaborated palae-
ontologically with exception of the faunal list of Sobo¬
lev (1909, p. 178). Rugose corals (association close to
that cited above from Karwów according to Wrzolek,
unpublished data) and infrequent conodonts suggest that
most of the exposed sequence should be place between
the Middle asymmetricus and Lower gigas Zones. Thin
shell-rich intercalations are commonly composed of ju¬
vénile gypidulid valves. Large shells are characteristic of
the lower part of the section, visible in the north-eastern
part of the quarry (PI. 2, Fig. 2). An early Frasnian age
is confirmed by conodonts (occurence of Ancyrodella
africana Garcia-Lopez, 1981). Extensive shell concen¬
trations, up to 2 m thick and containing abundant atryp-
ids, yielded most of the studied material; they are
associated with more fine-grained lithologie varieties
containing corals and branching stromatoporoids.
Gypidulids are relatively subordinate in the mostly strati-
fied detrital deposits of the eastern part of the Kadzielnia
Chain, exposed e.g. in the small abandoned quarries at
Psie Hills (Szulczewski, 1971, pp. 67-68). The best
preserved specimen came from coral-bearing, intraclastic
calcirudites (set E of Gawlik, 1986) belonging to the
gigas Zone (see also Wrzolek, 1988).
b. GaXezice Syncline
Gypidulid associations are not very abundant but were
found at two levels in the southern limb of the Galezice
«
Syncline. The richer, older fauna is limited to the
Kadzielnia Member (Szulczewski & Racki, 1981, pp.
150-151; set J of Racki, 1981, p. 178) which is poorly
exposed in the eastern part of Lgawa Hill, south of
Bolechowice. Younger (gigas Zone) gypidulids, reported
as Pentamerus galeatus Dalman by Sobolev (1909, p.
221, p. 223) are present in,the greyish-reddish, bedded to
nodular marly deposits with detrital intercalations and
brachiopod coquinas [e.g. complex R of Racki, 1981 at
the Lgawa Hill (or eastern Jazwica) quarry; see also
Wrzolek, 1988]; they are a minor element of the abun¬
dant, rhynchonellid (Pammegetherhynchus)-dominated
fauna comprising also many corals and siliceous sponges.
Slightly older brachiopods were collected from the coe-
lenterate-rich, coarse-grained beds at the eastern wall of
the Wola quarry, south of Kowala. These strata corres¬
pond to the late Frasnian set G in the nearby railway eut
(see Szulczewski, 1971, pp. 74-75). A similar age can
be inferred (see rugose coral zonation of Wrzolek,
1988) for the fauna derived from the light-colored and
massive stromatoporoid-algal calcirudites of the nor¬
thern limb of the syncline. Minute disarticulated shells
are particularly typical of the lower part of the sequence
exposed in the old Sitkówka quarry (set 2 of Kazmier-
czak, 1971, fig. 3D), recently used as a site for industrial
waste.
Systematic palaeontology (J.G.)
Genus Novozemelia Cherkesova, 1973
1973 - Rod Novozemelia Tcherkesova, gen. nov. -
Cherkesova, p. 28.
Type species: Novozemelia olgae Cherkesova, 1973.
Novozemelia ? sp. W
(Plate 3, Figures 1-3; Figure 3)
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? 1971 - Gypidula (Devonogypa) sp. - Biernat, pp.
141-142, pl. 1, figs. 6,7; fig. 2;
e.p. 1985 - Gypidula (Devonogypa) - Racki, Gtu-





The shell is longer than wide, strongly ventribiconvex
with an highly arched pedicle valve and a moderately
convex brachial valve. In ventral view, its outline is
pyriform with evenly well-rounded anterior, latéral and
postero-lateral margins. The commissure, observed par-
tially on only three specimens, has its antero-median part
deflected ventrally by the tongue (commissure sulcate).
The shell being smooth, there is no indentation or undu-
lation of the commissure except in one specimen (the
thickest pedicle valve) bearing very low ribs (see orna-
mentation). The greatest width is located between the
mid-length and a point located a little more anteriorly
(the poorly preserved material does not allow précisé
measurements).
Dimensions:
Most of the specimens available for study are isolated
and often incomplete (beak, umbonal région or anterior
margin broken) pedicle valves. There are six articulated
shells but too fragmentary and/or deformed to be mea-
sured. Consequently, the data given in the Table 1 (see
p. 53 for explanation of the abbreviations) are approxi-
mate.
Pedicle valve:
The valve is 1,5 of 1,8 times wider than thick, in posterior
view dome-shaped and, in some specimens, almost semi-
circular. In latéral profile, the curve of the valve is much
more accentuated in the posterior half than in the ante¬
rior. The inflation of the umbo is very great and the
umbonal région projects posteriorly far beyond the hinge
line. The apsacline interarea is strongly curved with well
rounded latéral margins. The blunt beak overhangs the
dorsal umbo but is not in contact with it. The apical angle
varies between 74°-85°. Two specimens have a poorly
differentiated, low, flat topped fold in the anterior half
of the valve. At the anterior commissure, the width of
the fold is 64-68% of the width of the shell. The other
specimens do not bear a fold.
Brachial valve:
There are only six fragmentary articulated specimens
available for the description of the brachial valve. The





angle1. w. tp. wf.
Gius 4-26la ±4,35 ±3,70 2,05 2,40 76°
Gius 4-26 lb 3,90 ±3,53 / / 74°
Gius 4-26le 3,90 ±3,60 ±1,95 / 85°
Gius 4-261d ±3,70 ±3,30 ±1,90 2,25 /
Gius 4-261e 3,60 ±3,10 ±2,05 / 84°
the largest dimension. The umbonal région is moderately
inflated. In posterior view, the flanks whose upper sur¬
face is almost plane, are slightly inclined toward the
commissures. A weakly developed sulcus is present on
three specimens although their pedicle valves have no
fold. The sulcus starts at about mid-length or more
anteriorly and is only clearly delimited near the front.
The tongue, only partly preserved, appears to have a low,
semi-elliptical or subtrapezoidal outline.
Ornamentation:
The fold of the largest pedicle valve bears six to seven
rounded, very low ribs and each flank has five ribs of the
same type. These ribs originate at about mid-length. All
the other specimens are unribbed. Very fine growth lines
are present on some shells.
Interior (Fig. 3):
Pedicle valve:
There is no médian septum. "Longitudinal grooves of
muscle attachment" (Johnson, 1970, p. 99 = rainures
spondyliales in Godefroid, 1972, pp. 2-3) are developed
on the bottom of the spondylium. These grooves are of
irregular depth and have a rounded transverse section.
The teeth are directed dorso-laterally. In their broadest
portion, they are made up of a main internai lobe,
subelliptical in transverse section and a less developed
external extension.
Brachial valve:
The bases of the brachial plates are close one to another
on the bottom of the valve, but not joined. The orien¬
tation of the internai and external plates, and of the
crural bases is illustrated on Figure 3. A thick connective
arch is present between the posterior parts of the brachial
plates.
discussion
The Polish shells are too poorly preserved for a confident
identification. They cannot be assigned to Gypidula
(Devonogypa) because of the lack of a médian septum
Fig. 3. - Novozemelia? sp. W.
Specimen Glus 4-260a, Wietrznia quarry. Transverse sériai sections. Distances are in mm from the top of the ventral umbo.
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in their pedicle valve. The closest genus is Novozemelia
Cherkesova, 1973 of which the Polish specimens have
the size and général shape, but differ by the following
characters:
- According to Cherkesova (1973, p. 28), Novozeme¬
lia has a short médian septum and this structure is
absent in the Polish species. However, it is difficult,
especially with very inflated pedicle valves, to determi-
nate whether the pedicle médian septum is very short
or absent.
- A fold is usually developed in Novozemelia olgae, type
species of the genus from the Eifelian of USSR. Only
two pedicle valves in our material have a very low fold.
- N. olgae is ribbed and N.1 sp. W is smooth except for
one specimen which bears very low ribs.
- The brachial plates of N. olgae meet on the bottom of
the valve. In N. ? sp. W, the bases of the brachial plates
are close one to another but not joined.
The genus Physemella Godefroid, 1974 and the subgen¬
era Carinagypa (Aseptagypa) Brice, 1982 and Ivdelinia
(Ivdelinella) Brice, 1982 also lack a médian septum in
the pedicle valve. The Polish species however cannot be
assigned to any of these genera and subgenera. lts brachi¬
al plates do not unité on the floor of the valve to form
a low septum as in Physemella. There is no carina
developed at the junction of the internai plates and the
brachial processes as in Carinagypa (Aseptagypa). The
shells of Ivdelinia (Ivdelinella) are wholly costate.
material and localities
Kielce, Wietrznia-I quarry, sets A-B (Szulczewski, 1971):
Gius 4-260 WI (5 incomplete pedicle valves and 4 fragmentary
articulated specimens); set A and ?set B: Gius 4-261 WI (7
pedicle valves).
Górno, Józefka Hill, set B (Malkoswki, 1981): Gius 4-293
GN (1 incomplete articulated specimen, 4 damaged pedicle
valves).
Kostomloty, Laskowa Hill quarry, set A (Racki, Gluchows-
ki & Mai.ec, 1985): Gius 4-296 LA (1 fragmentary articulated
specimen, 8 isolated and incomplete valves).
stratigraphic range
Late Givetian to early Frasnian (? Middle varcus to
Lower asymmetricus Zones); Laskowa Hill Beds and
Wietrznia Beds (lower part) (Fig.9).
Genus Metabolipa Godefroid, 1974
1974 - Metabolipa n. gen. - Godefroid, pp. 5-7.
Type species: Pentamerus greindli Maillieux, 1909
Metabolipa cf. greindli (Maillieux, 1909)
(Plate 3, Figures 4-10; Figure 4)
1896 - Pentamerus galeatus Dalm. var. c (P. bipli-
catus Schnur) - Gürich, p. 274;
cf. 1909 - Pentamerus greindli nov. sp. - Maillieux,
pp. 230-231, fig. 3 a-c;
1971 - Gypidula (Ivdelinia) rectangularis (Torley,
1934)-Biernat, pp. 140-141, pl. 1, figs. 1-5;
fig- 1;
cf. 1974 - Metabolipa greindli (Maillieux, E., 1909)-
Godefroid, pp. 7-23, pl. I, figs. 1-7; pl. II,
figs. 1-6; pl. III, figs. 1-6; pl. IV, figs. 1-5;




The shell is ventribiconvex, wider than long. In ventral
view, its subelliptical outline is modified by the inflation
of the umbo. The anterior commissure is sulcate. On
costate shells, the anterior and antero-lateral commis¬
sures are indented or undulated and the portions of the
commissure close to the hinge line are straight.
Dimensions:
Most of the specimens at hand being poorly preserved,
it is impossible to provide accurate measurements. The
largest shell is 3,3 cm wide and 2,9 cm thick. The
width/length ratio is about 1,1-1,2. The maximum width
is located at the mid-length or somewhat anteriorly. The
thickness of the pedicle valve is approximately twice of
that of the brachial valve. The specimens from the
Kadzielnia quarry are not in their full growth stage. The
largest shell is represented by an incomplete pedicle valve
(Pl. 3, Fig. 6a-b) about 1,45 cm long (anterior commis¬
sure partly broken) and 1,65 cm wide. These dimensions
are close to those (length: 16 mm; width: 17,3 mm) of the
specimen from the same locality, identified as Gypidula
(Ivdelinia) rectangularis by Biernat (1971, pp. 140-141)
and considered by this author, along with nine other
specimens of the studied collection, as being not, "in all
probability, in their full growth, ..." (Biernat, id., p.
141) (see also Gürich, 1896, p. 274 for size data). The
specimens from the Szczukowskie Hills quarry are larger
than those from the Kadzielnia quarry.
Pedicle valve:
The width/thickness ratio varies between 2 and 2,3. The
inflated umbo extends far beyond the cardinal line and
the posterior border of the brachial valve. In posterior
view, the médian part of the valve is regularly curved and
the slightly convex upper surfaces of the flanks form with
the commissural plane an angle of 50°-55°. In latéral
profile, the maximum curvature is located in the pos¬
terior half. The curved, apsacline interarea has rounded
latéral limits. The posterior part of the delthyrium is
concealed by the blunt, incurved beak which does not
overhang the dorsal umbo and is not in contact with it.
The length of the fold is highly variable: the longest fold
starts at the mid-length or a little posteriorly and the
shortest at a point close to the front. Except at the point
where it originates, the fold is generally well delimited
and only a few specimens have a fold not easily separable
from the flanks. At the front, the width of the fold varies
between 55-64% of the width of the shell.
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Brachial valve:
The valve is about 1,3 wider than long. lts elliptical
outline is only slightly modified by the inflation of the
umbo. In transverse section, the médian part of the valve
is gently and regularly convex and the flanks whose upper
surface is plane, are inclined with a low slope towards the
latéral commissures. The sulcus originates at the
mid-length or slightly posteriorly. It is clearly delimited
from the flanks except in the région where it starts. The
tongue has a subtrapezoidal outline (width/height ratio:
2,8-3,2) and its upper part is rarely vertical (one subglo-
bular shell with an high tongue displays this feature).
Ornamentation:
On the fold and in the sulcus and beginning with them,
there are, in adult specimens, two to five and one to four
ribs respectively. At their origin they are very low and
rounded. Anteriorly their height increases and their cross
section becomes generally subangular. Some specimens
however, have only rounded ribs on the fold and in the
sulcus. On most shells, each flank bears one to four ribs.
The height, relief and length of these ribs vary from very
low, rounded and short (on some shells, only present
near the commissure) to better marked, longer and sub¬
angular. The pair closest to the plane of symmetry is
always better developed than the others but never origi¬
nates in the posterior half of the valve. Rare adult
specimens have smooth flanks. The microsculpture is
partially preserved on the pedicle valve of the small
specimen Gius 4-258. It consists of numerous and deli¬
cate, rod-like remnants of spines. The rods are 0,07 to
0,10 mm long and elongated radially. The distance




The spondylium is supported by a short septum.
Brachial valve:
The brachial plates are slightly divergent ventro-laterally
to subparallel. Their bases (bases of the external plates)
are clearly separated on the floor of the valve (brachial
plates discrete) (see also Biernat, 1971, text-fig. 1D).
discussion
Brachial plates with bases clearly separated on the floor
of the valve are also present in Gypidula (Devonogypa),
a subgenus erected by Havli'öek (1952, pp. 3-4) whose
"crural plates in the dorsal valve are always separated
and diverge in the direction towards the anterior mar¬
gin". The Polish specimens however, are not assigned to
this subgenus because of the presence on many of them
of rounded or subangular ribs and generally well marked
fold and sulcus. Moreover, the microsculpture appears
to be different: very fine and rod-like in the Polish
species, granule-like in Gypidula (Devonogypa) spinu-
losa Havli'öek (id., pl. II, fig. 2). Our Polish material
is assigned to the genus Metabolipa (the microsculpture
of the type species still remains unknown) on the basis
of the following characters: général shape, presence of
generally well developed fold and sulcus and even on
small shells, ribs rounded or subangular and of variable
length, internai structures.
The small sample of generally poorly preserved or not
fully developed specimens available to us, does not per¬
mit a confident identification. They closely resemble
Metabolipa greindli from the Belgian Frasnian.
material and localities
Bolechowice, tgawa Hill, set J (Racki, 1981): Glus 4-256 G-L
(1 pedicle valve and 1 brachial valve, incomplete).
Kielce, Kadzielnia quarry (see Biernat, 1971): Gius 4-258 Kd
(1 pedicle valve, 9 articulated shells of which 3 fragmentary).
Szczukowskie Górki, Szczukowskie Hills quarry: Glus 4-264
SC (8 articulated shells of which only 2 complete, 4 incomplete
pedicle valves, 1 fragment of brachial valve).
stratigraphic range
Early Frasnian (? only Middle asymmetricus Zone); Ko-
wala Formation, Kadzielnia massive Limestone Mem-
ber; lower part of the Detrital Beds (Fig. 9).
Genus Neometabolipa Godefroid, 1974
1974 - Neometabolipa n. gen. - Godefroid, pp.23-24.
Type species: Neometabolia duponti Godefroid, 1974.
Neometabolipa duponti Godefroid, 1974
(Plate 4, Figures 1-10; Plate 5, Figures 6-8; Figures
5,6)
e.p. 1917 - Pentamerus formosus Schnur - Samso-
nowicz, p. 45, p. 46;
e.p. 1917 - Pentamerus cf. acutelobatus Sandberger
-Samsonowicz, p. 45, p. 46;
e.p. 1934 - Pentamerus formosus Schnur - Samso¬
nowicz, p. 18;
e.p. 1934 - Pentamerus cf. acutelobatus Sandberger
-Samsonowicz, p. 17, p. 18;
1974 - Neometabolipa duponti n.gen., n. sp. -
Godefroid, pp. 24-34, pl. VI, figs. 2-4;
figs. 8-10.
We have not found specimens determinated as P. cf.
galeatus Dalman in the Samsonowicz's collection
although this taxon was listed in both Samsonowicz's
Fig. 4. - Metabolia cf. greindli (Maillieux, 1909)
a: Specimen Glus 4-264, Szczukowskie Hills quarry; b: Specimen Glus 4-258, Kadzielnia quarry. Transverse sériai sections.
Distances are in mm from the top of the ventral umbo.
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angle1. u.l. lb. u.lb. w. t. tp. tb. u.lf. wf. u.ls. ht.
GIUS 4-263dl 5/4 ±2,20 ±3,00 / / ±2,61 ±1,44 ±0,92 ±0,52 1,40 ±1,60 / ±0,50 /
GIUS 4-263Ü2 4/3 1,90 2,90 1,65 2,15 2,21 1,38 0,93 0,45 1,30 / ±1,10 ±0,90 108°
GIUS 4-263d3 3/2 ±1,82 ±2,75 1,60 ±1,90 ±2,09 1,21 0,81 0,40 1,20 ±1,30 ±0,90 / 107°
IG 8-II-700a 4/3 1,76 2,45 1,64 2,00 2,09 1,11 0,71 0,40 1,20 1,23 1,00 0,35 110°
IG 8-II-700b 4/3 1,69 2,20 1,60 1,90 1,84 1,03 0,71 0,32 ±0,50 1,04 ±0,70 0,33 98°
IG 8-II-70ÖC 4/3 1,55 2,05 1,50 1,85 1,95 1,00 0,60 0,40 1,00 1,05 ±0,70 0,25 114°
GIUS 4-263d4 / 1,55 1,90 1,45 1,80 1,85 ±0,88 / / / ±1,12 ±0,50 ±0,20 /
IG 8-II-700d 3/2 1,41 1,90 1,30 1,60 1,77 0,90 0,51 0,39 ±0,40 1,00 0,60 0,23 107°
GIUS 4-263d5 2/1 0,93 1,35 0,90 1,15 ±1,11 0,70 0,44 0,26 0,55 0,70 0,65 0,33 106°





The ventribiconvex, wider then long shell has its greatest
width located about mid-length. In ventral view, the
outline of the shell, except the postero-median margin
corresponding to the ventral umbo, is elliptical. In fron¬
tal view, the anterior commissure is variably but always
clearly modified by the tongue (commissure sulcate). The
anterior commissure is denticulated or, more rarely un-
dulated, by the ribs of the fold and sulcus. The denticula-
tions or undulations of the commissure resulting from
the ribs of the flanks are progressively less prominent
away from the plane of symmetry and only the most
internai pair has, in some specimens, an amplitude as
great as the ribs of the fold and sulcus. The postero-late-
ral commissures, near the hinge line, are straight.
Dimensions:
The dimensions of nine specimens are given in Table 2
(1. = length of the shell; lb. = length of the brachial valve;
w. = width; t. = thickness; tp. = thickness of the pedicle
valve; tb. = thickness of the brachial valve; ht. = height
of the tongue; If. = length of the fold; wf. = width of the
fold and sulcus; ls. = length of the sulcus; u. = unrolled).
The w./l. ration varies between 1,04 and 1,25. The
pedicle valve is 1,3 to 2,1 times thicker than the brachial
valve. The distance between the ventral beak and the
point of the length corresponding to the maximum width
ranges generally from 52% to 58% of the unrolled length
of the shell. The length of the hinge line is 77-86% of the
shell width.
Pedicle valve:
The valve is strongly arched with, in latéral profile, the
curve of its posterior part more accentuated than the
anterior. The w./tp. ratio varies between 2,3 and 3,0.
The very infiated umbo extends posteriorly well beyond
the brachial valve. The apsacline, curved interarea is not
sharply delimited but has well rounded latéral margins.
The blunt, incurved beak conceals the top of the delthyri-
um but does not overhang the dorsal umbonal région.
Deltidial plates appear to be absent. The fold is of
variable length and with a slightly convex top. It is
generally restricted to the anterior half of the valve. Its
unrolled length ranges in most of the specimens between
20-49% of the unrolled length of the valve. At the front,
the width of the fold varies between 54-63% of the width
of the shell.
Brachial valve:
The valve is very low and 1,2 to 1,4 times wider than
thick. The weakly marked umbonal région extends only
slightly beyond the hinge line and does not strongly
modify the elliptical outline of the valve. In anterior
view, the médian part of the valve is broadly rounded and
the slope of the plane to slightly convex flanks to the
latéral commissures is low. The sulcus originates between
the mid-length and a point close to the anterior commis¬
sure. It is not deep but clearly delimited, except in its very
posterior part where it is not easily separable from the
flanks. The tongue, except for indentations resulting
from the ribs, has a trapézoïdal or, rarely, half elliptical
outline. Its upper part is never perpendicular to the
commissural plane nor nearly so.
Ornamentation:
In the médian part of the shell, the ribs originate with the
fold and the sulcus. At their beginning, they are low,
rounded and poorly defined but become progressively
higher, subrounded to subangular and better marked
anteriorly. In some specimens however, the ribs remain
low to very low, rounded and weakly marked throughout
their length. In others, the ribs are not of the same height,
one or two of them being less prominent. There are three
to five ribs on the fold and two to four in the sulcus; small
specimens have two ribs on the fold and one in the sulcus.
On the flanks, there are one to four ribs generally weak
and rounded, rarely subangular and well marked. Only
the internai pair may begin a little anteriorly to the
mid-length. The others when present, are always shorter
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and less prominent and the outermost rib is no more than
a weak undulation of the upper surface of the shell close
to the commissure. One specimen has smooth flanks.
Interior (Figs. 5,6):
Pedicle valve:
A short médian septum supports the spondylium in its
posterior half.
Brachial valve:
The external plates strongly diverge ventro-laterally.
Their bases are joined on the floor of the valve. The bases
of the brachial processes and the brachial processes follo-
wing them anteriorly are, in transverse section, convex
outwards and slightly oriented ventro-medially. The in¬
ternai plates, weakly convex inwards in transverse sec¬
tion, diverge ventro-laterally. A connective arch is deve-
loped.
discussion
Because they have brachial plates strongly diverging ven¬
tro-laterally and with their bases joined on the floor of
the valve, the Polish specimens are assigned to the genus
Neometabolipa. In the Polish specimens, the fold and
sulcus are generally restricted to the anterior half of the
valve whereas in the Belgian specimens their unrolled
length may reach 63% of the unrolled length of the
corresponding valve. In addition, the ribs of the Belgian
species may be a little longer and more accentuated than
those observed on the Polish shells. We regard however,
these différences as insufficiënt for erecting a new spe¬
cies.
material and localities
Tudorów: IG 8.II.697 (9 articulated shells but only 1 complete),
1G 8.II.698 (2 articulated shells and 4 isolated valves), IG
8.II.700 (13 articulated shells), IG 8.11.703 (4 articulated
shells), Gius 4-263 TD (34 articulated shells of which 13 frag-
mentary, 17 pedicle and 8 brachial valves incomplete, 10 small
articulated specimens).
Bolechowice, Lgawa Hill quarry, set R (Racki, 1981): GlUS
4-284 GL (3 pedicle and 2 brachial valves damaged, 1 pedicle
and 1 brachial valve, very small and fragmentary).
Kielce, Psie Hills, set E (Wrzolek, 1988): Gius 4-356 PG (1
complete shell).
stratigraphic range
Late Frasnian (gigas Zone, possibly also Ancyrognathus
triangularis Zone); upper part of the Detrital Beds and
its marly, bedded-nodular equivalents (Fig. 9).
Neometabolipal sp. G
(Plate 3, Figures 11-14; Figure 7)
description
The gypidulids collected at the Grabina and Wola quar-
ries display some pecularities differentiating them from
the specimens determinated as Neometabolipa duponti.
The shells are ventribiconvex (tp./tb. = 1,7-1,9), wider
than long (w./I = ±1,1-1,2) and with a subelliptical
outline in ventral view. The dimensions of two specimens
are given in Table 3. The pedicle fold is typically low,
restricted to the anterior half of the valve and more or
less easily separable from the flanks only in the anterior
third or quarter. The brachial sulcus, present in the
anterior half of the valve, is generally deep, clearly
delimited and better differentiated than the fold. On the
fold, there are three to six subangular ribs and in the
sulcus two to five. Each flank bears a maximum of three
ribs, weakly marked and restricted to a portion of the
shell close to the commissure. Rare shells have smooth
flanks.
In the pedicle valve a short médian septum supports the
spondylium.
The internai structures of the brachial valve, observed in
sériai sections or after removing a part of the shell, are
of two types: 1/the brachial plates are discrete (bases of
the external plates separated on the floor of the valve) as
in Metabolipa but they are a little more divergent and the
Fig. 5. - Neometabolipa duponti Godefroid, 1974.
Specimen IG 8.II.697c, Samsonowicz's collection, Tudorów. Transverse sériai sections. Distances are in mm from the top of
the ventral umbo.
Fig. 6. - Neometabolipa duponti Godefroid, 1974.
a: Specimen IG 8.II.700e; b: Specimen IG 8.II.698b; Samsonowicz's collection, Tudorów.
Transverse sériai sections. Distances are in mm from the top of the ventral umbo.
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connective arch is more developed than in this genus (Fig.
7A) and 2/the brachial plates with their bases joined or
very close one another in their posterior part are separa-
ted only anteriorly and a thick connective arch is present
(Fig. 7B,C). This type has already been described in some
specimens of Neometabolipa duponti and N. delhayei
(Godefroid, 1974, Figs. 10, 13) from the Belgian Fra¬
snian.
discussion
Because of the presence, in some specimens, of discrete
brachial plates, the specimens are questionably assigned
to the genus Neometabolipa. They could represent the
transition between Metabolipa and Neometabolia.
comparison
Neometabolipa? sp. G is distinguished from N. duponti
by its smaller size, its low, poorly delimited fold and by
the sulcus being generally better differentiated than the
fold.
Externally the specimens closely ressemble N. delhayei in
the following characters: relief, length and délimitation
of the fold, length and depth of the sulcus, length and
relief of the ribs. However, in the sectioned specimens of
N. delhayei from Belgium, discrete brachial plates have
never been observed.
material and localities
Kielce, Grabina quarry, set B (Wrzotek, 1988): Gius 4-277
GR (8 articulated shells of which 4 fragmentary, 38 isolated
pedicle and brachial valves, some of them being incomplete).
Kowala, Wola quarry, set G (Wrzolek, 1988): Gius 4-333 KW
(1 incomplete articulated shell, 2 fragmentary pedicle valves, 1
brachial valve).
stratigraphic range
Late Frasnian (probably Ancyrognathus triangularis to
Lower gigas Zones); Detrital Beds (Fig. 9).
Genus Physemella Godefroid, 1974
1974 - Physemella n. gen. - Godefroid, pp. 49-51.
Type species: Physemella maillieuxi Godefroid, 1974.
emended diagnosis
The diagnosis given by Godefroid (1974, p. 50) is here
emended in order to include in the genus species display-
ing a low, well delimited pedicle fold, a clearly marked
brachial sulcus and bearing rounded to subangular ribs
originating on the umbo or anteriorly and, in some
specimens, increasing in number toward the anterior.
Physemella christinae n. sp.
(Plate 5, Figures 1-5; Figure 8)
e.p. 1917 - PentamerusformosusSchnur-Samsono-
wicz, p. 45, p. 46;
e.p. 1934 - Pentamerusformosus Schnur - Samsono-
wicz, p. 18.
derivatio nominis
Species named after Mrs Christina, a well known and
highly esteemed lady of the Holy Cross Mountains.
types
Primary types are housed at the Museum of the State Geologi-
cal Institute (IG) at Warsaw and at the Institute of Geology of
the Silesian University at Sosnowiec (Gius). Piaster casts of all
the types are in the collections of the "Institut royal des
Sciences naturelles de Belgique" at Brussels (Inventaire Général
n° IG 27620).
Holotype: IG 8.II.702a (PI. 5, Fig. la-e); Paratype A: IG
8.II.702b (PI. 5, 2a-e); Paratype B: Gius 4-263e TD (PI. 5, Fig.
3a-e); Paratype C: Gius 4-263f TD (PI. 5, Fig. 4a-e); Paratype
D: Gius 4-263g TD (PI. 5, Fig. 5a-e); Paratype E: IG 8.11.699;
Paratype F: IG 8.II.697d (Fig. 8).
locus typicus
Small outcrop localised in a ravine, south of Tudorów
village (exposure Td-Ia, Fig. 2B-C).
stratum typicum
Light-colored calcarenites containing a brachiopod shell
layer. Upper part of the Detrital Beds. Late Frasnian
(probably Ancyrognathus triangularis or gigas Zone).
diagnosis
A species of the genus Physemella with well-delimited
pedicle fold and brachial sulcus originating between the
posterior quarter and third of the unrolled length of the
valves or, in some specimens, even more posteriorly. On
the pedicle fold, four to seven very low, rounded ribs
originating on the umbo or slightly anteriorly, becoming
higher and generally subangular and increasing by inter-
calations or division anteriorly; five to ten ribs at the
anterior commissure. In the sulcus, three to six ribs
starting on the umbo or a little anteriorly and four to nine
at the front. Médian septum absent in the pedicle valve.
In the brachial valve, brachial plates uniting in their very
anterior part slightly above the floor of the valve to form




The shell is strongly ventribiconvex and slightly wider
than long. In pedicle view, the elliptical outline of the
shell is modified by the very inflated umbo. The greatest
width is located at the mid-length or a little more ante¬
riorly. The commissure is sulcate and generally indented,
rarely undulated, by the ribs of the fold and sulcus and
indented or undulated by those of the flanks. The inden-
tations or undulations of the antero-lateral and latéral
commissures are weaker than those resulting from the
ribs of the fold and sulcus and decrease in height away
from the plane of symmetry. Only the parts of the
commissure close to the hinge line are straight.
 






angle1. u.l. lb. u.lb. w. t. tp. tb. u.lf. wf. u.ls. ht.
HOLOTYPE 10/9 2,95 4,60 2,45 4,20 3,40 2,57 1,82 0,75 3,20 2,40 2,80 1,00 110°
PARATYPE A 7/6 3,00 4,15 2,65 3,30 3,06 2,00 1,40 0,60 2,90 2,15 2,05 0,95 108°
PARATYPE B 6/5 2,90 4,00 2,65 3,60 3,20 2,10 1,40 0,70 2,80 2,00 2,40 0,95 /
PARATYPE C 6/5 2,35 3,20 2,08 2,90 2,50 1,75 1,10 0,65 2,30 1,50 2,10 0,83 /
PARATYPE D 5/4 / / 2,05 3,50 2,60 1,97 1,35 0,62 / 1,80 2,20 1,00 /
Dimensions:
Some measurements given in Table 4 are approximate
due to distortions and shell breakage.
The w./l. ratio varies between ± 1,02 and ±1,15 and the
tp./tb. ratio, from ±2,0 to ±2,4. The greatest width is
situated at a distance from the ventral beak
corresponding to 52-53% of the unrolled length of the
shell. The length of the hinge line ranges between 76-80%
of the shell width.
Pedicle valve:
The valve is subhemispherical, 1,9 to 2,2 times wider than
thick. In posterior and anterior view, the médian part of
the valve is well rounded and the slope of the gently
convex upper surface of the flanks is steep. The very
inflated umbo extends posteriorly well beyond the hinge
line and the posterior margin of the dorsal valve. The
interarea is apsacline, strongly incurved and not clearly
delimited laterally (rounded latéral margins). The blunt,
incurved beak conceals the posterior part of the delthyri-
um but does not overhang the dorsal umbo. The fold
starts imperceptibly around the posterior quarter or third
of the unrolled length or, in some specimens, on the
umbo. It rises and widens progressively toward the ante¬
rior but remains generally low and is clearly separable
from the flanks only in the anterior half of the valve. The
upper surface of the fold is slightly arched and at the
posterior margin its width varies from 60% to 70% of
the shell width.
Brachial valve:
The valve is weakly convex, about 4 to 5 times wider than
thick. lts outline is subelliptical, modified in its postero-
median portion by moderate inflation of the umbo exten-
ding a little beyond the hinge line. The upper surface of
the flanks is weakly convex or plane and gently inclined
toward the latéral and antero-lateral commissures. The
sulcus begins between the posterior third and quarter of
the unrolled length of the valve. As in the pedicle fold,
the sulcus is only well-delimited from the flanks in the
anterior half of the valve and its bottom is slightly
arched. The tongue is well developed, 1,8 to 2,4 times
wider than high and its outline is subtrapezoidal with the
upper margin moderately arched ventrally, rounded up¬
per angles and straight latéral borders. In some speci¬
mens, the upper portion of the tongue is almost vertical.
Ornamentation:
On the fold four to seven, more rarely eight, ribs origina-
te on the umbonal région, posteriorly to the point where
the fold starts. In their very posterior part, they are
weakly marked and rounded. Anteriorly, they become
progressively higher, wider and subangular. Divisions or
intercalations may occur so that the number of ribs at the
anterior margin may reach ten. In the sulcus the ribs are
of the same type of those on the fold. Their number
varies from three to six posteriorly and may reach nine
at the anterior margin. On each flank, there are four to
six ribs; they are rounded and always less well-marked
than those of the fold and sulcus. The two ribs on the
flanks nearest the plane of symmetry begin generally
between the posterior quarter and third of the unrolled
length of the valves. The others are progressively shorter
and weaker away from the plane of symmetry. Intercala¬
tions or divisions on the flanks are rare.
Interior (Fig. 8):
Pedicle valve:
Thickening of the shell is important in the umbonal
région. There is no médian septum. The well developed
spondylium bears longitudinal grooves of muscle attach-
ment. The teeth are divided into a main internai lobe
directed dorso-laterally and a less well-developed exter-
nal lobe.
Brachial valve:
The bases of the brachial plates are joined on the floor
of the valve or a little above it in their anterior portion
Fig. 7. - Neometabolipa? sp. G.
a: Specimen Glus 4-277d; b: Specimen Glus 4-277e; Grabina quarry. c: Specimen Glus 4-333b, Wola quarry, Kowala. Transverse
sériai sections. Distances are in mm from the top of the dorsal umbo.
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so that a very low, short médian septum is developed. A
connective arch is present in the posterior part of the
brachial plates. Anteriorly the brachial plates are thinner
and better differentiated. The external plates are nearly
straight or slightly convex inwards and strongly divergent
ventro-laterally; the bases of the brachial processes and
the brachial processes are convex inwards and more or
less subparallel; the internai plates are nearly straight and
divergent ventro-laterally. The inner brachial plates are
shorter than the outer. The dental sockets are shallow
and short.
comparison
Physemella christinae clearly differs from P. maillieuxi
by the following characters: the fold and sulcus of the
Polish species are better differentiated than those of the
type species; the ribs of P. christinae are well marked and
not very low as in P. maillieuxi', the septum developed
in the brachial valve of the latter is higher and longer than
in P. christinae.
material and localities
Tudorów: IG 8.II.699 (1 fragmentary shell, 1 pedicle valve), IG
8.11.702 (3 articulated shells, 1 incomplete pedicle valve), Gius
4-263 TD (4 damaged articulated shells).
stratigraph ic range
Late Frasnian (possibly Ancyrognathus triangularis or
gigas Zone); upper part of the Detrital Beds (Fig. 9).
indet. gypidulids
The gypidulids collected at the localities listed below are
fragmentary or only represented by juvénile specimens
and do not allow a confident generic identification.
Kielce, Cmentarna Hill, set B (see WrzoLek, 1988): Gius
4-259 GC (10 juvénile shells).
Sitkówka, Sitkówka quarry (see Kazmierczak, 1971,
fig. 3D): Gius 4-265 SJ (2 pedicle valves, 5 brachial valves).
Karwów, Karwów quarry and adjacent outcrop. Gius 4-262
KR (3 fragmentary shells, 1 incomplete brachial valve).
Biostratigraphy (J.G. & G.R.)
1. Polish gypidulid faunas
The gypidulids from the Holy Cross Mountains studied
in the present paper can be stratigraphically grouped into
three main faunas. From oldest to youngest, these
brachiopod units follow and partly overlap one another
(Fig. 9) as indicated below.
a. The Novozemelia? fauna (GF 1)
This association is characterized by the large, ventribi-
convex, generally smooth, non septate gypidulid Novo¬
zemelia? sp. W.
This gypidulid is limited to the localities situated in the
western Lysogóry région (Laskowa Hill, Józefka) and its
transition to the Kielce région (Wietrznia). The directly
associated conodonts indicate a late Givetian to early
Frasnian age. Furthermore, the specimens illustrated by
Biernat (1971, pl. 1, figs. 6,7) and identified by her as
Gypidu/a (Devonogypa) sp. probably belong to Novoze¬
melia? sp. W (see p. 47). If this interprétation is correct,
the range of this taxon would extend up to the lower part
of the Kadzielnia Member.
A partial age equivalent seems to be a Gypidula rectangu-
laris assemblage (Racki, 1986, figs. 1, 2 & 3-2a,b) occur-
ring only in the Givetian stromatoporoid-coral sequence
of the eastern Holy Cross Mountains (site Iwaniska,
Fig. 1). Apparently, the gypidulids are absent in the
well-known late Givetian brachiopod faunas of the wes¬
tern part of the région.
b. The Metabolipa fauna (GF 2)
The index genus with its discrete brachial plates typifies
the second gypidulid fauna which occurs at least in
Kadzielnia, at Lgawa Hill and in the Szczukowskie Hills.
The Metabolipa fauna spans the early Frasnian (only
Middle asymmetricus Zone?) Kadzielnia Member at the
two first localities (see Szulczewski & Racki, 1982,
pp. 155-157). A similar level, on the basis of this gypidul¬
id record, is confirmed herein for the lowest part of the
Szczukowskie Hills profile.
If the above mentioned occurence of Novozemelia? sp.
W in the Kadzielnia Member could be verified, then the
upper part of the Novozemelia? fauna covers part of the
Metabolipa interval.
c. The Neometabolipa fauna (GF 3)
The gypidulids referable to the genus Neometabolipa
occur alone or jointly with the genus Physemella at the
following sites: Grabina, Wola, Lgawa Hill, Psie Hills
and Tudorów. The phylogeny of Neometabolipa indica-
tes that it is possible to subdivide this level. At Grabina
and Wola, Neometabolipa? sp. G displays peculiar inter¬
nai characters (brachial plates either discrete or partly
joined on the floor of the valve) and may be a "transitio-
nal link" between true Metabolipa and Neometabolipa.
If this interprétation is correct, the Metabolipa and Neo¬
metabolipa faunas would be phylogenetically joined and
possibly overlap one another. The age range of the
less-advanced (in evolutionary terms) Neometabolipa as¬
sociation is not known with precision due to the scarcity
Fig. 8. - Physemella christinae n. sp.
Paratype F. Specimen IG 8.II.697d. Samsonowicz's collection, Tudorów. Transverse sériai sections. Distances are in mm from
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of conodonts; ail data available (see also discussion on
p. 47) point to late Frasnian, viz. Ancyrognathus trian-
gularis and/or Lower gigas Zone.
TV. duponti is accompanied by Physemella christinae at
the Tudorów locality. The first species occurs certainly
in the gigas Zone at Psie Hills and Tgawa Hill. The fauna
from Tudorów is not directly dated by conodonts
(Fig. 2), but can be tentatively referred to the same zone
on the basis of the occurrence of TV. duponti.
2. Comparison with the Belgian succession
The lithostratigraphic subdivisions of the Frasnian strata
in the Frasnes and Boussu-en-Fagnes régions, together
with the stratigraphie range of the gypidulid species
(Godefroid, 1974), are given in Figure 9 showing preli-
minary corrélations between gypidulid-bearing beds of
the Holy Cross Mountains and Dinant Synclinorium.
a. The Novozemelia? fauna (GF 1)
Large, globose, strongly ventribiconvex, pear-shaped gy¬
pidulids occur in the "F2b" and "F2c" shales and nodu-
lar limestones in the Nismes région and at Boussu-en-
Fagnes (outcrop Chemin de l'Ermitage in Lecompte,
1959, pp. 71-75). The shales designated by the symbol
"F2b" correspond to the upper part of the Sourd d'Ave
Member and the La Pree Member of the Nismes Forma¬
tion (Bultynck, Casier, Coen, Coen-Aubert, Gode¬
froid, Sartenaer, 1983, pp. 5-7) Tsien (1974 a, p. 27)
has introduced the term "Chalon Member" for the sha¬
les and stratified nodular limestones ("F2c") underlying
the first reef level ("F2d").Although more comprehensi-
ve investigations are needed, on the basis of the internai
structures in these gypidulids, partly visible on some
decorticated specimens, they probably belong to the sa-
me genus as the Polish shells here determinated to be
Novozemelia? sp. W. Until now, no gypidulids of the
type present in the Nismes Formation have been recorded
in the Givetian Fromelennes Formation.
Consequently, we can only provisionally conclude that
the strata containing the Novozemelial fauna in Poland
correspond partly to the Sourd d'Ave (upper part) and
La Pree Members of the Nismes Formation and to the
overlying Chalon Member.
b. The Metabolipa fauna (GF 2)
In the Frasnian sequence, Metabolipa greindli is known
from the shales and nodular limestones "F2c" (Chalon
Member) up to the second reef level "F2h" (= "récif du
Lion"). The species is particularly abundant in the upper
part of the first reef level "F2d" (— "récif de l'Arche").
In the "F2g" and "F2h", M. greindli coexists with
représentatives of the genera Neometabolipa and Physe¬
mella. In Poland, Metabolipa cf. greindli has, up to now,
never been collected with these two latter genera and for
that reason, the strata containing the Metabolipa fauna
in Poland are correlated with the ' 'F2c'' and ' 'F2d" units
in which M. greindli occurs alone.
c. The Neometabolipa fauna (GF 3)
Neometabolipa species are present from the "F2g" up to
"F2j" (= "récif du Cimetière"); mass occurrences cha-
racterize the second ("F2h") and the third ("F2j") reef
levels. Originally, Physemella maillieuxi was considered
to be present in the second reef level which was typified
by the Neometabolipa-Physemella association (Gode-
froid, 1974, fig. 16). Further investigations however,
have shown that P. maillieuxi occurs also in the third reef
level.
The Polish gypidulid Neometabolipal sp. G is externally
very close to Neometabolipa delhayei. These species are
distinguishable by their brachial plates (see p. 57). The
strata containing NI sp. G which is here considered as
a "transitional form" between typical Metabolipa and
Neometabolipa, could be preliminarily correlated with
the Belgian "F2h" in which these two genera occur
together.
In the Wola and Grabina quarries where TV? sp. G has
been found, we have not collected représentatives of
Physemella, genus appearing in the Belgian "F2h". Ne-
vertheless it is not inconsistent with the proposed corréla¬
tion because in the Polish localities gypidulids are not
numerous in comparison with the very abundant gypidu¬
lid fauna of the Belgian "F2h" in which however Physe¬
mella maillieuxi is rare. It must be noticed here that the
tetracorals associated with TV? sp. G in the Wola profile,
particularly Frechastraea carinata Scrutton, 1968, sug-
gest a slightly different corrélation with the "F2j" of the
Dinant Synclinorium (see Phillipsastrea smithi Zone in
Wrzoeek, 1988, p. 416).
Physemella christinae and Neometabolipa duponti occur
together at the Tudorów locality. These gypidulid-rich
strata are correlated with the "F2j", corresponding to
the upper Neometabolipa fauna characterised by TV. du¬
ponti.
The occurence of TV. duponti in the higher part of the
Lgawa Hill section and in the outcrop of Psie Hills
Fig. 9. - Stratigraphie distribution of gypidulids in the Frasnian of the southern border of the Dinant Synclinorium as a standard
of reference for the proposed Gypidulid Faunas (GF 1-3) and in the Holy Cross Mountains. Conodont zones according to
Bultynck (1987); "F2a" to "F3" symbols after Maillieux & Demanet (1929).
The generalized Holy Cross profiles are not to scale and the thickness relationships are referred chiefly to corrélations with the
Dinant Synclinorium. The thicknesses of the lithostratigraphic units are as follows: Kowala Formation: 350-800m; Detrital Beds:
25-150m; Wietrznia Beds: 70m; Kadzielnia Member: up to 50m; Laskowa Hill Beds: 5-10m.
Lithostratigraphic units after Narkiewicz, Racki&Wrzolek(1990). ForabbreviationsoflocalitynamesseeFig. 1. Lithological
sets identified by a letter within the range column.
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supports the comparison of the gypidulid-bearing beds
with the "F2i" or "F2j". It is possible, however, that at
•Lgawa Flills these strata (set R), belonging to the Frecha-
straeapentagona Zone of Wrzoeek (1988), are age-equi-
valent of the "F3" (see also data on the range of the
associated rhynchonellid genus Pammegetherhynchus in
Sartenaer, 1985).
Summarizing, the proposed gypidulid-based corrélations
of the Polish and Belgian sequences are quite accurate
and in good accordance with the accessible conodont and
other megafaunal records. Thus, there is an opportunity
to do more reliable âge déterminations based on gypidu-
lids in cases of conodont-impoverished Holy Cross loca-
lities (e.g. Tudorów, Grabina).
Ecological account (G.R.)
Data from the Holy Cross Mountains confirmed the
close association of the Frasnian gypidulid faunas and
reef-complex development, as previously well-known in
the Dinant Synclinorium (Godefroid, 1974).
These brachiopods occur typically in irregularly distribu-
ted "nests", lenses and bands (see Pl. 1, Fig. 2), usually
in combination with more numerous atrypids and other
rarer articulâtes, particularly spiriferids, rhynchonellids
and the genus Schizophoria (also athyrids in the Belgian
reefs: Maillieux's collection in the I R Sc N B, Brus-
sels). This characteristic atrypid-gypidulid biofacies per-
sisted through the Frasnian until the worldwide collapse
of the stromatoporoid-coral reef ecosystem (see also
Jux, 1969, p. 89), i.e. to the Frasnian-Famennian ex¬
tinction event.
The composition of the Upper Frasnian brachiopod as¬
semblage in the Holy Cross Mountains suggests that the
abundance of gypidulids was strongly reduced in the
latest Frasnian shelly benthos of the progressively drow-
ning reefs, although atrypids were still quite frequent (see
Racki, 1990). Conversely, Biernat (1983, p. 137, pl. 1,
fig. 6) described Gypidula sp. A (externally close to
Neometabolipa) from Lower Famennian limestones of
Jablonna locality (Fig. 1B); this finding and particularly
its stratigraphie position obviously needs confirmation.
The oldest Novozemelial association is common in both
Poland and Belgium in lithologies varying from organo-
detrital (primarily crinoid) limestones to marly shales
(typical of fore-bank setting). Ail of the youngest occur¬
rences of the Holy Cross gypidulids are associated with
"pure", light-colored and chiefly algae-rich limestones
of the fore-reef facies; the only exception is the redeposi-
ted gypidulid association from the late Frasnian of -Lga¬
wa Hill included in the deeper-water, rhynchonellid-domi-
nated fauna. These data suggest some narrowing of
gypidulid niches during the Frasnian to shallower-water
environments and a generally similar pattern is recogni-
zable in the Frasnian of Belgium.
It should be noted that the large-sized shells of pentame-
rids and their thickened umbonal parts are usually consi-
dered as adaptative characters for live in rough-water
habitat on bioclastic, coarse-grained substrates (see Pen-
tameridae and Gypidulidae groups of Boucot, 1975, pp.
233, 235, 251). In the case of the Holy Cross gypidulids,
this supposition seems to be valid for some populations,
particularly these from the Wietrznia Beds. Generally, it
is thought that these brachiopods thrived in semi-protec-
ted, intermittently agitated habitats within morphologi-
cally differentiated slope and/or margin of the stromato¬
poroid-coral platforms and reefs. A similar conclusion
was presented for the gypidulids of the Bergisches Land
by Jux (1969, p. 85) who emphasized (see also Biernat,
1971, pp. 160-161) that brachiopods are sensitive indica¬
tors of local changes in turbidity, energy level and
salinity.
The associations studied belong obviously to open-mari-
ne biofacies contrasting with lagoonal, restricted-shelf
setting presumed for some gypidulids of the vast Givetian
carbonate bank (Racki, 1986). High turbulence episodes
in these biotopes are indicated by extensive disarticula¬
tion of shells, sélective removing of more delicate brachi¬
al valves and rapid déposition of shells in local bottom
dépressions usually after short transport. Gypidulid shell
sizes demonstrate clear relationships with the distribu¬
tion of the main reef-builders. In numerous occurrences
associated with coelenterate- (Cmentarna Hill, Sitków-
ka, Kadzielnia) and/or algal-boundstones (Grabina,
partly Szczukowskie Hills), the specimens are small and
sometimes limited to juvénile individuals. On the other
hand, more extensive shell beds within deposits contai-
ning rare coelenterates and algal débris (e.g. Tudorów,
partly Szczukowskie Hills), yielded the largest-sized
shells. Consequently, these brachiopods perhaps were
able to cope only in limited manner with strictly "reefal"
regimes: their explosive development is limited to some
peculiar, generally inter- and peri-biohermal habitats on
the seaward slope.
Final remarks (J.G. & G.R.)
Study of the Frasnian gypidulids from the Holy Cross
Mountains showed their importance for phylogenetic
and stratigraphie interprétations. Further investigations
are necessary for refinement of some taxonomie ques¬
tions, e.g. of eventual establishment of new genera or
species.
The most important conclusion is the value of these
widespread brachiopods for supraregional biostratigrap-
hic application.
The Belgian succession, supplemented herein, is well
documented (also in regard to conodont zonation) and
can serve as a standard reference for the preliminary
proposed Gypidulid Faunas (GF 1 -3, Fig. 9) based on
the distribution of the genera (in ascending order) Novo-
zemelia? (a provisional désignation), Metabolipa and
Neometabolipa (with minor contribution of Physe-
mella).
Furthermore, the youngest fauna can be subdivided into
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two units according to the range of the most common
species of the index genus, viz. N. delhayei (GF 3a) and
N. duponti (GF 3b). As shown above and in Figure 9,
these "Standard" gypidulid levels are easily recognizable
in the Holy Cross sequence, despite the fact that the unit
GF 3a can be assumed only indirectly; unit GF 3 displays
the impoverishment of the Polish association and proba-
bly reflects the poor reef record in comparison with the
spectacular "Lion-type" buildups in Belgium.
Review of the gypidulid faunas outside Belgium and
Poland would be significant for the vérification of this
biozonal scheme. Unfortunately, data available in the
literature are still too scarce and insufficiënt to reach
taxonomie conclusion. Detailed examination of the inter¬
nai structures is fundamental for récognition of index
genera and comparison with other successions. Therefo-
re, the extensive revision of type material is a prerequisite
for further progress in estimation of gypidulid brachio-
pods as biostratigraphic tools.
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plate 5
Physemella christinae n.sp.
Fig. la-e. - Holotype. Specimen IG 8.II.702a. Tudorów.
Fig. 2a-e. - Paratype A. Specimen IG 8.II.702b. Tudorów.
Fig. 3a-e. - Paratype B. Specimen Glus 4-263e TD. Tudorów.
Fig. 4a-e. - Paratype C. Specimen Glus 4-263f TD. Tudorów.
Fig. 5a-c. - Paratype D. Specimen Glus 4-263g TD. Tudorów. a = ventral view; b = dorsal view; c = anterior view.
Neometabolipa duponti Godefroid, 1974
Fig. 6a-e. - Specimen Glus 4-263dl TD. Tudorów.
Fig. 7a-e. - Specimen GlUS 4-263d6 TD. Tudorów.
Fig. 8. - Specimen IG 8.II.697b. Tudorów. Broken shell showing the septalium supported by a short médian septum, the outer
and inner brachial plates, the brachial process.
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plate 3
Except when otherwise indicated, ail illustrations are natural size and a = ventral view; b = dorsal view;
c = latéral view; d = posterior view; e = anterior view.
Novozemelia? sp. W
Fig. 1. - Specimen GlUS 4-261a WI. Kielce, Wietrznia-I quarry, ?set B. Isolated pedicle valve.
Fig. 2. - Specimen Gius 4-260b WI. Kielce, Wietrznia-I quarry, sets A-B. Isolated pedicle valve.
Fig. 3a, b. - Specimen Gius 4-260c WI. Kielce, Wietrznia-I quarry, sets A-B. Incomplete articulated shell. a = dorsal view;
b = latéral view.
Metabolipa cf. greindli (Maillieux, 1909)
Fig. 4a-e. - Specimen Gius 4-258c KD. Kielce, Kadzielnia quarry.
Fig. 5a-c. - Specimen Gius 4-258b KD. Same locality.
Fig. 6a,b. - Specimen Gius 4-258a KD. Same locality. a = ventral view; b = posterior view.
Fig. 7a-c. - Specimen Gius 4-264a SC. Szczukowskie Hills quarry. a = ventral view; b = dorsal view
Fig. 8a-e. - Specimen Gius 4-264b SC. Same locality.
Fig. 9. - Specimen Gius 4-256a GL. Bolechowice, Lgawa Hill. Isolated pedicle valve.
Fig. 10. - Specimen Gius 4-256b GL. Same locality. Isolated brachial valve.
Neometabolipa? sp. G
Fig. 11. - Specimen Gius 4-333a KW. Kowala, Wola quarry. Isolated pedicle valve.
Fig. 12a-e. - Specimen Gius 4-277c GR. Kielce, Grabina quarry.
Fig. 13a-e. - Specimen Gius 4-277b GR. Same locality.
Fig. 14a-e. - Specimen Gius 4-277a GR. Same locality.
plate 4
Neometabolipa duponti Godefroid, 1974
Fig. la-e. - Specimen IG ;8.II.700a. Tudorów.
Fig. 2a-e. - Specimen IG 8.11.700c. Tudorów.
Fig. 3a-e. - Specimen IG 8.II.697a. Tudorów.
Fig. 4a-e. - Specimen IG 8.II.703a. Tudorów.
Fig. 5a-e. - Specimen IG 8.II.698a. Tudorów.
Fig. 6a-e. - Specimen Gius 4-263d7 TD. Tudorów.
Fig. 7a-e. - Specimen Gius 4-263d8 TD. Tudorów.
Fig. 8a-e. - Specimen IG 8.II.700d. Tudorów.
Fig. 9a-e. - Specimen Gius 4-356 PG. Kielce, Psie Hills.
Fig.lOa-e. - Specimen Gius 4-263d5 TD. Tudorów.
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plate 1
Wietrznia quarries at Kielce (see Szulczewski, 1971). Locality of Novozemelia? sp. W in the Givetian to Frasnian
boundary beds.
Fig. 1. - Eastern part of the Wietrznia-I quarry ; arrow indicates a gypidulid-atrypid brachiopod coquina within the organodetrital
set B.
Fig. 2. - Crinoid-brachiopod calcirudites in the Wietrznia-II section (set B); arrow indicates a gypidulid pedicle valve.
plate 2
Gypidulid sites in the western part of the Kadzielnia Chain, south of Kielce.
Fig. 1. - Part of the eastern wall of the Grabina quarry; arrows indicate "nest-like" accumulations containing diversified
brachiopods, including Neometabolipa? sp. G. Late Frasnian set B (see Wrzolek, 1988).
Fig. 2. - Eastern part of the Szczukowskie Hills quarry. The atrypid-dominated shelly bed (main source of Metabolipa cf. greindli)
within early Frasnian strata is indicated by arrow.
 
